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Intelligent diagnosis method has become a new focus for researchers, which can get rid of the dependence of diagnostic experience
and prior knowledge. However, in practical application, to deal with the new fault type of mechanical equipment, the number of
fault labels of the diagnosis model needs to be increased. We must retrain the whole training model, which is a time-consuming
process. To solve this problem, higher requirements are put forward for the generalization ability and universality of the
algorithm. In view of the feature extraction advantages of cross-sparse filtering (Cr-SF), which can be regarded as an
unsupervised minimum entropy learning method using the maximization of the proxy of sparsity, this paper proposed a
parallel network based on Cr-SF. The feature extraction process of each sample is independent, and the feature extraction and
classifier training process are separated. Therefore, the most prominent advantage of the proposed method is that when a new
fault occurs, it only needs to extract the feature of the new fault separately and then input it to the classifier at the last layer for
training. The experimental results show that the proposed method can obtain high accuracy and stability and can significantly
improve the adaptability of intelligent fault diagnosis in practical application.

1. Introduction

As the key parts of mechanical transmission, bearings and
gears are prone to failure during the runtime, which may
reduce the working efficiency and even cause accidents and
disasters [1]. Therefore, accurate early warning and corre-
sponding maintenance measures when bearing and gear fail-
ure are of great significance to ensure the safe operation of
mechanical equipment [2]. With the rapid development of
machine learning theory, intelligent fault diagnosis method
of rotating machinery has become an important topic in the
area of health monitoring of mechanical equipment [3, 4].

Recently, deep learning-based intelligent rotating
machinery fault diagnosis, which can automatically extract
the features from original data, has achieved remarkable suc-
cess [5–7]. These methods have great performance to over-
come the inherent disadvantages of traditional machine
learning methods, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM),

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). Jia et al. [8] proposed a novel intelligent
method based on DNNs to overcome the shortcomings of
the traditional methods, which can adaptively learn the fault
features and obtain superior diagnostic accuracy and robust-
ness. Wang et al. [9] improve the computation efficiency of
feature extraction using batch normalization based Stacked
Autoencoders (SAEs). Li et al. [10] enhanced the feature
learning ability using S-transform (ST) algorithm and con-
nected convolutional neural networks (CNN). Shao et al.
introduced Gaussian visible units to the electric locomotive
bearing fault diagnosis based on Convolutional Deep Belief
Network (CDBN) [11, 12]. The literature [13] presented a
novel deep autoencoder loss function based on maximum
corr-entropy to eliminate the effects of background noise. To
estimate the irregularity of the collected time series, Li et al.
[14] proposed a multiscale symbolic Lempel-Ziv- (MSLZ-)
based intelligent fault diagnosis method and successfully
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applied it the multiple fault diagnosis of railway vehicle sys-
tems. In [15], a novel feature learning method named multi-
scale symbolic dynamic entropy (MSDE) was firstly
proposed and then combined with transfer learning to obtain
the mapping matrix and achieve the novel cross-domain intel-
ligent fault diagnosis. In [16], the MSDE-based fault diagnosis
method was applied to the planetary gearboxes and shows
superior advantages in terms of computation efficiency and
robustness. Wang et al. [17] proposed subdomain adaptation
transfer learning network to reduce adaptively marginal and
conditional distribution biases. Jia et al. [18] proposed a partial
transfer fault diagnosis model based on a weighted subdomain
adaptation network (WSAN), which focuses on the distribu-
tion of local feature while aligning the global distribution.

However, deep learning requires training all types of
fault samples simultaneously. Therefore, if new fault types
appear in the application process, we need to retrain and
reoptimize a lot of parameters simultaneously with a large
number of training data. This is a time-consuming process
and will affect the real-time application of the monitoring
system. The main reason for this problem is that deep learn-
ing requires all label data to participate in feature extraction
and classification training. Lei et al. [19] applied sparse filter-
ing and softmax classifier to the intelligent diagnosis bearing
faults, which is a two-stage model, and feature learning and
classification training are independent of each other.
Although the feature learning and classifier training of these
methods are separated, the feature learning is still carried out
simultaneously for all fault types. Parallel network structure
is an effective way to solve this problem, in which each fault
can be trained separately. In this way, the feature learning
process is an independent process for each type of fault con-
dition. In [20], a concurrent convolution neural network (C–
CNN) composed of multiple branches was proposed for
bearing fault diagnosis, in which the convolutional layer of
different branches selects the kernels with different scales
in same level. In view of gearbox structure and operating
condition, Guo et al. [21] established reinforced input-
based multitask parallel convolutional neural network for
coupling fault diagnosis of gearbox that has parallel submul-
tiple classifiers and convolutional neural networks. This
method is to overcome the problem that all kinds of shared
features of multiparts cannot be adequately extracted simul-
taneously. The independent training of single fault sample
cannot be realized.

The independent training of samples puts forward
higher requirements for the feature extraction algorithm.
In an unsupervised learning method, sparse representation
is the core principle [22]. Data sparsity corresponds to infor-
mation entropy. The sparser the data is, the smaller the

entropy is. In [23], Zennaro and Ken’s study a thorough the-
oretical analysis of SF and the corresponding performance
and proved that the SF works by explicitly maximizing the
entropy of the learned representations through the maximi-
zation of the proxy of sparsity. Zhang et al. introduced gen-
eralized normalization to the sparse filtering and discussed
the lifetime and population sparsity [24]. In [25, 26], Intrin-
sic Component Filtering (ICF) and Cr-SF, the improved var-
iants of standard SF, were proposed for the in intelligent
fault diagnosis, weak feature extraction, and compound sep-
aration. Cr-SF is a variant of SF. Therefore, Cr-SF can be
regarded as an unsupervised minimum entropy feature
learning method, in which the entropy of the extracted fea-
tures is measured as cross-sparsity. Considering the advan-
tages of Cr-SF in extracting features of small sample [25],
this paper proposes parallel Cr-SF networks.

Firstly, each type of fault sample is trained through Cr-
SF to learn the weights of each fault condition. The second
step is feature selection and optimization, in which the most
representative features are selected to arrange and combine
the features of the whole fault conditions. The third step is
to input the entire features and label data into the classifier
for training. In this way, when new fault type data appears
and the trained monitoring system needs to be upgraded,
we only need to extract the features of the newly added data
and add the features to the existing feature matrix to retrain
the classifier. There is no need to retrain all training samples,
which saves the time of system upgrade.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces Cr-SF and the proposed structure of parallel
network. Section 3 verifies the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method through rolling bearing and planet gear
fault datasets. The visualization of weights and features is
discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given
in Section 5.

2. Proposed Method

2.1. Cross-Sparse filtering. As shown in Figure 1, cross sparse
filtering is the variant of SF, Which can be regarded as a two-
layer neural network. The optimization process of Cr-SF is
simultaneous for the rows and columns of feature matrix.
Therefore, the objective function is composed of two terms:
l1/2-norms of rows and l1/2-norms of columns of feature
matrix. Suppose the input dimension and output dimension
of Cr-SF are N in and Nout. The collected original signal x
∈RN is randomly segmented into a matrix segment matrix
S ∈RN in×M , where M =Ns1 ×m, m is training samples num-
ber, and Ns1 is the segment number.

Input samples

Weight matrix

Feature vector

Figure 1: Architecture of sparse filtering.
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First, the local feature matrix F∈RNout×M is activated by
the product of weight matrixW ∈RNout×N in and input matrix
S ∈RN in×M , that is, F=WS.

Second, the objective function of Cr-SF can be constructed
by the l1/2-norms of rows and l1/2-norms of columns of the
feature matrix F. The two terms can be written as
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Then, weight vectors are constrained to its l2-norm sphere
to eliminate the influence of redundancy in an optimization
process. Therefore, the final objective function of the Cr-SF
can be expressed as
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where λ ≥ 0 is an adjustable parameter that adjusts the priority
of two items in the sparse optimization process. According to
the discussion of references [26], the value of λ is 1 in this

paper. Due to the fact that L is nonconvex and nonsmooth.
jFj is replaced by a soft-absolute function

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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p
, where ε is

a small number and equals 1 × 10−8.
Third, the sparse optimization process uses the L-BFGS

algorithm. The gradient function of the objective function
can be given by
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where o ∈RN in×M is a matrix of all ones.
As discussed earlier, the optimization of Cr-SF is a cross-

sparse optimization process. In order to show more clearly,
we present the optimization diagram of SF and Cr-SF in
Figure 2. It can be seen that the optimization of SF is a pro-
cess in which the column features are gradually sparse under
row competition constraints. As one feature increases, the
other must decrease to ensure the direction of optimization.
Cr-SF is a sparse optimization of column features and row
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the optimization target and the constraints of various methods.
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features at the same time. The sparse process between col-
umn feature and row feature is separate. For a 2-to-2 matrix,
the ideal result of Cr-SF will become a standard orthogonal
matrix.

2.2. Parallel Networks Using Cr-SF. This section presents the
parallel networks based on the Cr-SF. Figure 3 shows the
flow chat of the parallel diagnosis model. The general proce-
dures can be summarized as follows.

(Step 1) Model training: different from the traditional
intelligent fault diagnosis methods, the pro-
posed method trains different fault conditions
separately. Specifically, suppose that the num-
ber of input fault types is L. The fault datasets
with same fault type are input into Cr-SF,
respectively. Each sample is randomly seg-
mented into a matrix. The sample features are
activated through formulas (1)–(3), and the

Vibration Data 

……

Softmax regression 

Overlap segment processing

Label vector

Condition 1 Condition 2

Cr-SF Cr-SF Cr-SF

Condition Condition N

… …

Parallel Cr-SF

Feature learning
process 

Feature learning
process 

Feature learning
process 

Weight matrix 1 Weight matrix 2 Weight matrix N

Feature selection
and combination 

Cr-SF

New condition 

Feature learning
process 

New weight matrix

New fault types
during application 

Cr-SF

Overlap segment
processing 

New label 

New feature 

Figure 3: Parallel network structure of the proposed method.
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weights are optimized following formula (4).
The trained weights Wi are obtained, where i
is the number of fault type.

(Step 2) Feature selection and arrangement: local fea-
tures Fi ∈RNout×M can be calculated using the
non-linear activation function and the trained
weights, Fi = Logð1 +WiSiÞ. The local features
are averaged to obtain the features of each fault
sample, fi = ð∑Ns

j=1F
j
iÞ/Ns2, where Ns is the num-

ber of segments. According to the order of
eigenvalues from large to small, n features are
selected as the final features of fault samples.
Then, the features of all fault samples are
arranged and combined into a feature matrix f
=Rn×m as the input of softmax, where m is
the number of training samples.

(Step 3) Classifier training using the learned features
ffigmi=1 and the corresponding label set fyigmi=1.
ffigmi=1 and fyigmi=1 are fed into the softmax clas-
sifier, where yi ∈ f1, 2, 3,⋯, kg denotes the label
vector of each fault type. The hypothesis hθðfÞ
can be written as
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where pðyi = j ∣ fÞ means the probability for
each feature and θ1, θ2,⋯, θk are the parame-
ters of softmax model.

The cost function of the softmax regression is a cross-
entropy function and takes the form
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where m is the training samples number and k is the cate-
gory number and 1f∙g is the indicator function.

After the model is trained, the features of the online
monitoring data are extracted through the trained weights
and then input into the softmax classifier to realize feature
recognition.

As shown in Figure 3, when a new fault needs to be
added, the features of the new fault sample data can be
trained through Cr-SF, and then the trained weights and fea-

tures are selected and arranged according to the way in Step
2 to establish a new weight matrix, and then feature extrac-
tion and classifier training are carried out for all fault sam-
ples. In this way, the newly added fault data does not need
to be trained at the same time with the existing fault data.
It only needs to train the classifier after combining the
trained features.

3. Experimental Validation

In this paper, the planetary gear and rolling bearing datasets
are employed to demonstrate the proposed parallel diagnosis
model. It should be noted that the proposed model is actu-
ally a process of adding new faults when training multiple
fault types. Therefore, this study does not separately verify
the accuracy of the experiment adding new faults. We only
need to compare the accuracy of multifault diagnosis and
the training time of adding a new fault.

3.1. Rolling Bearing Data Verification. In this experiment,
the rolling bearings fault datasets, which provided from the
Case Western Reserve University Lab, are used to demon-
strate the diagnostic performance of the proposed method.
The motor bearing test bench is mainly composed of an
induction electrical motor, the testing bearings, and an
acceleration sensor. Two vibration sensors are installed at
the drive end and output end of the motor, respectively. This
experiment consists of four different fault types: normal con-
dition (NC), inner race fault condition (IF), outer race fault
condition (OF), and roller fault condition (RF). For each
fault type, three different severity levels (0.18, 0.36, and
0.53mm) are designed. Therefore, this experiment totally
contains ten kinds of fault conditions. During data acquisi-
tion, the sampling frequency is set to 12 kHz. Each sample
contains 1200 data points. Each health condition includes
100 vibration samples under one load, and there are 1000
samples for this study, as shown in Table 1.

In the experimental verification, the output dimension
Nout of the parallel neural unit is 20 and the input dimension
N in is 100. Figure 4 shows the comparison of accuracy, stan-
dard deviation, and computational time obtained by differ-
ent methods with the change of percentage of training

Table 1: Description of the ten bearing working conditions.

Fault
condition

Fault diameter
(mm)

Motor load
(HP)

Sample
number

Condition
label

NC — 0 400 1

OF 0.18 0 400 2

OF 0.36 0 400 3

OF 0.53 0 400 4

IF 0.18 0 400 5

IF 0.36 0 400 6

IF 0.53 0 400 7

BF 0.18 0 400 8

BF 0.36 0 400 9

BF 0.53 0 400 10
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data. Firstly, by comparing Figures 5 and 4, it can be seen that
under the same output dimension, the parallel structure per-
forms a negative impact on the accuracy and calculation time.
When the standard SF algorithm is transformed to parallel net-
work, the accuracy decreases and the calculation time is longer.
The reason may be that the structure needs to calculate more
times and the number of training samples of each parallel neu-
ral unit is much smaller than that of the traditional structure.
Therefore, the experimental results also verify the problem
mentioned in the preface: the parallel structure requires higher
feature extraction ability of neural units in small samples.

As can be seen from Figure 6, compared with the other
methods, a parallel Cr-SF network has significantly improved
in the accuracy due to the stronger feature extraction ability of
Cr-SF. For example, when the proposed method is trained
with by only 2% data, the accuracy is above 99% and the stan-
dard deviation is only 0.81%. While when the parallel SF net-
work is trained with 15% samples, the accuracy rate is only
98.4% and standard deviation is 1.2%. With the increasing of

the percentage of training data, the accuracy increases. When
the percentage of training data is above 3%, the accuracy of the
proposedmethod can reach a relatively stable state. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed method has higher
accuracy and better robustness in case of small samples. The
accuracy and stability of feature extraction based on Cr-SF
are the premise to ensure the use of parallel network structure.

Figures 7 and 8 show the impact of the different feature
dimension of each condition on the diagnosis performance.
The output dimension Nout of the parallel neural unit is
20, the input dimension N in is 100, and the percentage of
training data is 10%. It can be observed that the test accuracy
of parallel SF gradually increases, when the dimension is 20,
which means the input dimension of softmax is 200, the
accuracy is 98.4%, and the standard deviation is 1.2%. How-
ever, when the dimension is greater than 8, the accuracy of
parallel Cr-SF is relatively stable, and the accuracy can
achieve above 99.9%. In this case, the input dimension of
softmax is only 80.
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Figure 4: Diagnostic results of parallel SF with different percentage of training data.
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Figure 5: Diagnostic results of traditional structure with different percentage of training data.
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Figure 6: Diagnostic results of parallel Cr-SF with different percentage of training data.
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Figure 7: Diagnostic results of parallel Cr-SF with different feature dimension of each condition.
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3.2. Gear Data Verification and Analysis. In this experiment,
the vibration data is collected from the driving end of the
planetary gearbox on the test bench, as shown in Figure 9.
The test bench is composed of a motor with a rated speed
of 1500 rpm, a planetary gearbox with three planetary gears,

a multichannel data acquisition system, a three-way acceler-
ation sensor, and a tachometer. In order to increase the
interference of the environment, the test-bed is placed in
an assembly workshop, and the base of the test-bed has no
shock absorber. This test simulates four health conditions

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 9: Gear fault feature and test bench diagrams. (a) Test rig, (b) schematic of the gearbox, (c) triaxial accelerometer, (d) normal gear,
(e) worn teeth, and (f) broken teeth.
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Figure 10: Diagnostic results of parallel SF with different percentage of training data.
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Figure 11: Diagnostic results of parallel Cr-SF with different percentages of training data.
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of planetary gears, namely, normal working condition (NC),
planetary gear wear fault (WF), planetary gear broken tooth
(BT), and compound fault of broken tooth and wear (CF).
The sampling frequency is set as 12.8 kHz. There are 600
samples under each health condition. Each test data includes
2400 sample points.

The diagnostic results using parallel SF and Cr-SF with
various percentage of training data are shown in Figures 10
and 11. In this experiment, the parameter settings are con-
sistent with the previous verification. The diagnostic results
show a pattern similar to that in the previous section. With
the increase of the percentage of training data, the accuracy
increases gradually. The diagnostic results of parallel SF were
significantly worse than those of parallel Cr-SF. Taking the
training percentage of 3% as an example, the accuracy of
parallel Cr-SF is 99:28% ± 0:59%, but the accuracy of parallel
SF is only 80:17% ± 5:3%. When the training percentage is
greater than 3%, the accuracy is above 99%. The diagnostic
results show that the proposed method can ensure higher
diagnosis accuracy and robustness with fewer samples.

Figures 12 and 13 show the changes of accuracy and
standard deviation of the two methods with the increase of
feature dimension of each condition. The percentage of
training samples was 10%. When only two features are used
to express the fault condition, the accuracy of the proposed
method can reach 97.28%, and the standard disassembly is
only 1.62%, which is much better than parallel SF. When
the feature dimension is equal to 8, the accuracy can reach
99.83%.

4. Discussion on Feature and
Weight Visualization

In order to further intuitively explain the performance of the
proposed method and its feature extraction process, the
visualization of weights and features are studied in case of
10% of training samples.

As shown in Figure 14, it is obvious that the learning fea-
tures of Cr-SF are sparser, and there are only a few principal
components in the features, which can explain why the
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Figure 12: Diagnostic results of parallel SF with different feature dimensions of each condition.
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accuracy of the proposed method does not change signifi-
cantly after the feature number is 8; all the main features
have been selected in this case. The value of features of SF
has little change and performs poor sparsity. At this case,
more features need to be selected to express the main fault
information to achieve high diagnostic accuracy. Therefore,
the feature learning process of Cr-SF performs stronger
robustness and better sparsity, which is the key to ensure
the accuracy and robustness of the proposed algorithm in
the diagnosis process.

In order to further explain the sparsity of features, Fou-
rier transform is carried out on the learned filters to obtain
the corresponding spectrum, as shown in Figure 15. It can
be seen that the frequency components of the filters learned
by the proposed method are clearer, and the energy of the
filters is concentrated in a specific frequency range. How-
ever, the noise interference of the filters learned by SF is
obvious. Compared with Cr-SF, there are many noise distur-
bances, especially in the low frequency band. It should be
noted that some filters learned by Cr-SF contains high-
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Figure 14: Learned feature vectors of each condition: (a) parallel Cr-SF and (b) parallel SF.
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frequency noise. However, we find that the peak value of
characteristic frequency in these filters is small. The corre-
sponding feature value is very small. The characteristic
amplitudes corresponding to these filters are close to 0.
Therefore, these features can be discarded in the process of
feature selection.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a parallel network structure based on the
Cr-SF, a minimum entropy unsupervised learning method.
The proposed method solves the problem that the detection
system is required to retrain the whole model when new
faults are added in real industrial application. The experi-
mental verification is carried out using the fault data of bear-
ing and planetary gearbox. The results confirm that the
proposed method can ensure the sparsity and training
robustness of the feature extraction process and performs
superior diagnostic accuracy, stability and computational
efficiency comparing with the traditional methods. In the
proposed method, fault feature training and classifier train-
ing are separated, and the training of each fault type is
implemented independently. When a new fault is added, it
only needs to extract the features of the new fault and then
input them into the classification for retraining.

The limitation of the proposed method is that there is no
clear judgment principle in the feature selection process. In
some cases, the magnitude of the amplitude does not indi-
cate the importance of the feature, especially in the strong
interference environment. Therefore, the future works of
authors will focus on more advanced feature selection
methods to further improve the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm.
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